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SJSU swim team member Kathy
Bernsten swims a lap before her
race last Monday. Although she
didn’t win, the Spartans went on
to a 67-54 victory at the University
Freshman
Pacific.
the
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Bernsten swims the breaststroke
and freestyle.
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Business classes CSU
changes made
By Tracey Kaplan
Daily staff writer
A business school committee has
made some curriculum changes that
they say will result in a more easily
managed program.
But the prevailing sentiment
among a random sample of business
students specializing in management
was, "What changes
I haven’t
managed to find out yet."
they
have
not found
reason
The
out, said Bill Zachary, chairman of
the department of organization and
management curriculum committee.
is that the changes are optional for
most of the department’s 1,500 students. However, they are mandatory
for all new majors, including transfer
students.
The business school offers a business administration degree with concentrations in accounting, finance,
human resource administration, international business, information resource management, marketing and
management.
curriculum
The
following
changes apply only to the management concentration and include:
The elimination of a requirement for the class Business 160- Introduction to Organization and Management.
The additional class requirement of Business 146Intern3tional
and Comparative Management.
The elimination of the track
system with the substitution of a simplified course-selection system.

The addition of a field-work requirement. The department will post
a list of courses outside Business
Tower, Room 650 each semester that
satisfy this requirement.
Zachary said the committee
made the changes because the old
system was confusing.
"It was causing administrative
difficulties," he said, "And students
were complaining that having to take
Business 160 ended up being too repetitious."
But Lynne Carlton, vice president of the Society for the Advancement of Management, was one of six
upperclassmen interviewed in the
Business Classrooms building who
thought Business 160 ought to be required.
"I’m surprised they’ve eliminated it as a requirement," she said.
"I thought it was a valuable course."
Another reason the curriculum
changes were made, according to
Ruth Beers, coordinator of the Business Students Advisement Center,
was because of recommendations
made by the American Academy of
Collegiate Schools of Business during
their 1983-84 accreditation review.
"I graduated from SJSU with a
concentration in management," she
said, "and if I had my choice between
the old system and the new (as students enrolled in the program before
this semester do), I would pick the
new program."

wants say over funds

By J. G. Griswold
Daily staff writer
By lobbying the legislature, the
California State University Board of
Trustees plan to settle their dispute
with Gov. George Deukmejian over
control of how the lottery funds are
used by the system, according to a
CSU official.
When state budget hearings
begin in March, CSU officials plan to
attend in an attempt to persuade the
legislature and governor to turn control over to the trustees about how the
CSU lottery funds are used. said Scott
Poltkins, assistant director of the
CSU Office of Governmental Affairs.
The dispute occurred when the
governor proposed in his budget for
next year to earmark a projected $13
million in lottery revenue for teacher
education programs, for minority access programs and for the purchasing of computer equipment.
CSU adminstrators are con-

. . . the governor believes the (lottery)
money is to go through the state budget
process.’
Kevin Brett
governors assistant press secretary
cerned that these lottery revenues
will replace funding from the general
CSU budget for these programs,
according to Boyd Horne, CSU chief
of fiscal services.
The trustees contend that the lottery initiative, passed in November,
provides for money alloted to the
CSU system to supplement funding
not substitute it, Poltkins said.
In addition, Poltkins said the
trustees believe the initiative gives
them control of how to allocate the
funds.
Deukmejian’s interpretation of

the law is different, according to
Kevin Brett, assistant press secretary for the governor.
"Based on our intepretation of
the law, the governor believes the
(lottery) money is to go through the
state budget process," Brett said.
"The governor believes his position is
consistent with the intent of the intiative.
"The governor agrees that the
lottery (revenues) clearly is meant to
supplement the normal increase that
CSU would receive in the budget."
Poltkin said the state’s role is

like an apartment manager who collects the rent and then turns it over to
his landlord.
"Our contention is that neither
the governor nor the legislature have
a role in deciding how the funds are
spent," Poltkins said. "According to
the language of the law of the land,
the money was to be presented by the
state controller directly to the governing boards of the educational systems designated as recipients of the
lottery revenues."
"As the law reads, it clearly
gives the board of trustees full, complete control of the funds," said
Mayer Chapman, vice chancellor and
general counselor to the trustees
"The law is quite clear. There’s no
need for a fancy interpretation of the
initiative.
"The state’s role is strictly ministerial."
continued on hack pa gr.

Old shelter supplies will remain
By J. G. Griswold
Daily staff writer
Decaying fallout shelter supplies
stored in MacQuarrie Hall will continue to collect dust because the civil
defense doesn’t have the money to remove them, said Bob Black, emergency services coordinator for the
city of San Jose.
"Only the crackers and the biscuits are no longer consumable." he

said. "The other supplies can still be
used."
The biscuits and the crackers are
over 20 years old.
When examined last week, the
supplies were covered with dust and
spider webs. At least six of about 100
water containers were empty. A couple of the supply boxes had been
opened.
Civil defense officials have said

these kinds of supplies should be destroyed, said Verne Faille. public relations officer for the San Francisco
regional office of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
Water containers, commodes,
medical supplies, cots and sanitation
kits are also stored in the basement.
Black believes these supplies should
remain stored in MacQuarrie Hall.
Ron Montgomery, SJSU director

keep the evaluations current. The 10th edition for the 1986-87 school year will be divided into four volumes and will contain
evaluations no older than six months, he
said.
Krumbein said the survey results are
entered into a computer from which the
average and standard deviation are given
The written comments are read by fraternity members who write the articles appearing in the book.
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Krumbein said the Tower List has
been in print since 1963. The members of
Tau Delta Phi decided to publish teacher
ratings that year after they had been passing leacher evaluations among themselves. They realized the information
would be useful to other students.
The third and last volume of the ninth
edition will be published in fall 1985 by the
non-profit organization and will contain
any professors not evaluated in the first
two volumes.
The cost of the books vary according
to size but he said the average cost is $2.
The books will be available in the Spartan
Bookstore and Robert’s Bookstore.

of Environmental Health and Occupational Safety, believes otherwise.
"The supplies are wasting space
which could be better used." Montgomery said. "We asked Black to
have his office remove the supplies
over a year ago."
Montgomery heads the university’s emergency planning committee.
continued on back page

49er to help with
A.S. publicity week

Students to publish professors’ report cards
By Elizabeth Lynott
Daily staff writer
Engineering professors can expect
their grades in mid-May in the form of student evaluations published in Tau Delta
Phi’s Tower List.
Members of the academic fraternity
working on the Tower List have been conducting in-class surveys and straw polls
for the past two months for the students’
evaluations of teachers.
According to Fred Krumbein, a Tower
List editor, the students are asked to rate
the teacher’s strengths, weaknesses and
classroom techniques, to indicate where
professors might improve and to elaborate on the teacher’s performance.
Evaluations in the book include:
Average ratings on a scale of one to
four; one representing exceptional instruction.
The standard deviation from the average.
Written comments on the teacher’s
performance.
Krumbein said they began publishing
the Tower List by the volume because an
increase in professors made it difficult to

ally sta f photographer

Steve Alden Daily staff photographer
Towel’ List workers collect entrees for the next publication

By Elizabeth Ly nott
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Program Board has asked a
member of the 49ers to help kick off its "I’ve been programmed" publicity week which starts today.
Punt return specialist, Dana McLemore, will be answering questions from the audience tomorrow on the
upper pad of the Student Union at 12:30 p.m. Afterward he
will sign autographs in the S.U. Art Quad.
According to Ron Maki, public relations chairman for
the board, a table will be in the Quad today through
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Board members will answer questions and take
names for a drawing of free tickets to events sponsored by
the program board. They will also distribute free pencils,
bumper stickers and balloons with the "I’ve been programmed" slogan. Maki said publicity week would give
students an opportunity to ask questions about the board
and the events it sponsors.
Maki said board members began using the slogan to
increase student awareness about how they coordinate
campus events.
"We’re trying to create an image for the board," he
said. "We want the students to know that the concerts,
lectures, films and dance shows we sponsor are for
them."
Maki said the program board tries to sponsor programs it believes students will enjoy.
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SJSU food is strictly minor league
On any given day, students can be found milling about
the SJSU eateries searching for a meal like mindless zombies from a George Romero movie. But on this campus,
even a zombie would skip a meal.
It has often been said that SJSU should vault from the
PCAA into the ranks of the PAC-10. But I disagree. Not because we don’t have a stadium that seats 70,000 people, or
that our academics or athletics don’t rate, but because
the food served at SJSU is sub-PAC-10 quality.
I must admit that the food at SJSU is not the most hid-

a firing squad. And though the food may be somewhat palatable, after a 15-minute wait in line, 15 minutes for the
food to be slapped together and another 15 to find a seat,
students have only five-minutes in which to slam it all
down before running off to class.
Then there is The Roost, which is somewhat deceiving. From the outside, the smell reminds one of Colonel
Sanders, but once your money is on the counter and the
three-piece box is in your mitt, you are in for a major disappointment. But most baffling of all is how that once
through with your chicken, the box is always more full
with the discards than it was when you bought it.
Then there’s the Breakfast Nook. After fighting the
throngs of gourmet diners, you can attempt to gulp down
a half-frozen corn dog, soggy french fries or, heaven forbid, a Spartanburger.

Eric
Stanion

eous I’ve ever tasted. I have had worse: At camp in the
sixth-grade we were served a lunch that resembled something Lorne Green would feed his dog.
But SJSU is not far behind. Now, let’s take a look at
the dining pleasures the Spartan food services offers
First, there is food from the Pub, where students line
up for their meals like condemned prisoners lining up for

The University of California offers its students a variety of dining pleasures from hof braus and deli’s, to
pizza and ice cream parlors. At UCLA, the choices are
even better, including a giant pizza parlor, a burger
place, Mexican food, chicken, and ice cream.
At the University of Oregon, a wide variety of food
services can be found. There is the standard cafeteria, as
well as The Fishbowl, which is a deli where, incidently,
the food fight scene with John Belushi in the film "Animal
House," was filmed. Venders can be found throughout the
University of Oregon campus selling New York style hot
dogs, pizza and Teriyaki chicken.
For SJSU students there are options. Either venture
off to MacDonalds or Blimpies between classes, or transfer to a PAC-10 school. But in the meantime, brown-bagging it might not be a poor choice.
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Editor’s Notebook

Letters to the Editor
The way we were
Editor,
I would like to share a few memories about the current President and administration: The invasion of Grenada in which our first invading forces failed their mission and the cover-up by the military and the
administration; the lack of news coverage during the initial strike on Grenada ( the fist time in U.S. history that
the press was prevented from covering such an event I;
the killing of U.S. Marines in Lebanon and our President
who took responsibility for this disaster only to place
blame for the tragedy on a "liberal" Congress; two
months later, the President’s stand on abortion and redetit budget proposals that would cut social and educational funding that would help actualize and train those that
might be saved; severe budget cuts in programs targeted
for the elderly, the infirm and the disabled; the lack of a
committed response to grave environmental issues such
as acid rain and water quality as demonstrated by the
lack of funding and support to the E.P.A.; and finally, a
President who fails to heed or utilize the opinions of this
nation’s best minds before committing this country to the
exorbitant development costs of the "Star Wars" defense
network a program whose operational capabilities are
questionable at best.
It is time to stop praising the actor and to actively
evaluate this President’s deeds.
J. Lee Johnson
Senior
A hair for a hair
Psychology
Editor,
If a hair on any Jew’s head was harmed, there would
be bloodshed. That’s what Mordechai Levy said in a
phone call from New York.
A Palestinian teenager was living in peace with his
parents and his two sisters. His village was attacked by
the Jews. He was the only surviver of his family. He decided to retaliate by attacking the Jews. He did and he
was killed as a terrorist.
If this kid was a terrorist for attacking the soldiers
who killed his family, what would we call the man who
wants to make bloodshed over a piece of hair?
I don’t know.
David C. Dunham
Junior
Political science

You are arguing for some very special rights here
when you argue for legal intervention in abortion. You are
requesting that the government assume the regulation of
one person’s internal organs to prolong the life of another.
If my father were in need of an organ transplant to
save his life, should the courts have the right to demand
yours? You are pretty free and easy relinquishing women’s rights to control theirs, though, aren’t you?
I suggest, then, that you are not really interested in
extending the rights of the fetus, but in restricting the
rights of women and in doing so, you are setting some
very dangerous legal. precedents.
Marian Cochran
Junior
Mathematics.

Abortion must remain legal
Editor,
In response to your "At issue" (Spartan Daily, Feb. 5,
1985) question, I would like to raise a few issues I feel are
important in understanding abortion. First of all, I find it
quite ironic that two men wrote about a woman’s issue.
Secondly, J.G. Griswold displays a deep misunderstanding of why women choose abortion and why it must
remain safe and legal for them. All his talk about self-defense is good and fine but the existing person’s rights are
more valid than a "blob of cells." Women do not decide
they "don’t have time," or "don’t have the desire" to
raise children. That is so far from the reality being:
1. Women need support in raising children either
from a husband or family or government. Single women
do not have the adequate resources to do it alone, and expecting them to ruin their own lives for someone else’s is
expecting them lobe martyrs.

2. It is incredible that all the concern to see that the
fetus is safe ends when the child is born. Then, single
women are ostracized and forced to become dependent on
the government, which continually cuts support in AFDC,
school lunch programs, Medi-Cal, etc. They can’t get decent jobs without decent pay to pay for child care in this
male-dominated society.
3. In the rape and incest case, requiring a woman to
carry a rape-induced pregnancy to term would probably
Restricting women’s rights
cause her increased pain over the memory of the rape,
Editor,
which is self-evident in the pregnancy. She may never get
Mr. Griswold argues ("Should abortion remain over the pain. The result would be resenting the innocent
legal" Feb. 5, 1985, Spartan Daily) that the fetus should child.
have the same right to life that all of America’s citizens
Women need to have the same freedom to preserve
enjoy. I submit, sir, that it already does.
health, happiness and prosperity that men enjoy. Women

need to be able to enjoy sex without responsibility as men
do.
Women need to be treated as human beings with their
own rights first and foremost. I urge Mr. Griswold and all
who believe as he does to put themselves in the woman’s
position and see how it feels.
Micheline Elliott
Junior
Public relations

Unborn have rights, too
Editor,
In Tuesday’s Spartan Daily ("Should abortion remain legal?") reptittbf Leonard Hoops suggests in his bizarre attempt to justify abortion that cows, plants and
people are equal.
He reasons that since we kill animals and plants everyday, what’s wrong with murdering a few million humans?
Sure it’s a cruel world. And yes, thousands of unwanted pets are put to sleep daily, but seeking revenge on
unborn children is not the answer. It is the ultimate act of
insensitivity.
Now, I’ll give you the benefit of the doubt. You probably wrote your article in seconds and maybe still don’t understand what you tried to say. But the way it appeared in
print makes you look pretty warped, Leonard.
Unless a mother’s life is threatened, she must give
birth because men cannot lawfully determine life and
death.
If a child is unwanted, the mother can put it up for
adoption. The demand for babies is tremendous and we’re
killing off the supply. A couple can spend more than five
years on waiting lists trying to adopt.
Leonard also states that a fetus depends on its mother
to survive so the mother should be able to control its destiny. But a small child also is dependent on its mother. A
woman who gives birth and abandons a child in a garbage
bin is attempting murder. But if the child is ripped from
the mother’s womb a couple of months earlier, she’s exercising her rights.
That’s wrong. She is depriving a child of its rights to
live, love and grow.
Every human being, and no one has ever proven that
a fetus is not human, deserves a chance to pave its path It
has a right to choose.
But that right is being stripped by ruthless murderers
who choose for them.
rerence James
Sophomore
Accounting

Letter
policy
The success of the
Forum page is in your hands.
Your response to any topic
of interest is welcome.
All letters must bear
the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number
and class standing. The
phone number will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the
information center on the
first floor of the Stu lent
Union. The Spartan Dail,. reserves the right to edit ,etters for libel and length.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of
the authors.
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Margaret
Connor

In the doghouse
If you want a watchdog to warn you of intruders, you must put up with a certain amount of mistaken barking . . . That kind of barking can be a
nuisance. But if you muzzle him and leash him and
teach him to be decorous, you will find that he
doesn’t do the job for which you got him in the first
place.
QUOTE was written in 1977 by the late
THIS
editorial writer for the Washington Post,
Alan Barth, three years after the Supreme
Court heard the landmark libel case, New York
Times v. Sullivan. In Sullivan, the court
established that public figures must prove the
press published libelous statements with "actual
malice" knowing or negligent disregard of the
truth of the facts.
This test came up recently in the Sharon v.
Time, Inc. case. Former Israeli Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon didn’t look too kindly at the
neighborhood press barking at him in his own
yard. After all, the Israeli Kahan Commission had
already criticized him for indirect responsibility in
the massacre of Palestinian civilians in two Beirut
refugee camps in September 1982. When a Time
reporter also alleged that Sharon might be
involved, it was more than he wished to hear. He
took the press to court.
A jury ruled that Time had not published with
actual malice, although the paragraph was found
lobe false and defamatory. In addition, jury
members issued a strong warning "that certain
employees. . . acted negligently and carelessly in
reporting and verifying the information which
ultimately found its way into the published
paragraph of interest. . ."
Time, as press watchdog, had its nose
severely smacked.
The magazine had published a reference to the
contents of an Appendix B even though reporter
David Halevy had never read the appendix.
Halevy excused himself by saying that his
analysis was "based on my knowledge of 43 years
of living in Israel."
What is the public to think? It might argue that
Time ought to have better fact -checking methods
or practice more self-censorship. At a cursory
glance, Time’s method looks to be infallible. A
reporter files facts, which a writer transforms int()
a story, which a researcher checks for accuracy.
Every word in every article must be checked,
according toe Time official.
AFTER INNUMERABLE libel cases, the
press as a whole has become extremely
cautious. It has to be.Most newspapers
cannot afford to pay for million dollar damages A
study by the Libel Defense Resource Center
showed the news media have improved their
average in defending libel suits. For the last two
years, the media has lost about 60 percent of the
cases as compared to 89 percent in earlier trials.
These figures are no cause for jubilation any
more than the Sharon case is. The press has been
reminded once again that the public doesn’t trust
everything it reads or hears.
Yet this is as it should be. In order to protect
free speech, all types of speech must be allowed,
stemming from all types of fact -checking
methods. The public needs a healthy skepticism of
what it reads just as the press needs a better selfawareness of the limitations under deadline
pressure.
Margaret Connor is news editor.
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Senior national guard

Surviving during dangerous times
By Marcos Breton
Daily staff writer
Kflowing how to react in a natural
emergency is an ability most people
lack. According to SJSU student Mary
Jane Cave, if a severe earthquake hit San Jose
knowing what to do until help arrived could
mean the difference between life and death.
"San Jose has a population of over 700,000
and if a serious emergency happened, the police
and fire department wouldn’t be able to help
everyone. They are not supermen. People need
to know what to do until help arrives," Cave said.
Knowing how to react in an emergency has
become a driving force in Cave’s life. Besides
working toward a baccalaureate degree in
Accounting, she also teaches a class in
emergency preparedness at the Y.M.C.A. and
has a television program on cable channel 2-B,
Monday nights at 8:30. The program centers
around being ready in the event of a disaster.
A group of seminars Cave has organized
with the help of the medical and public service
community, have grown to the extent of gaining
national attention.
CBS correspondent Charles Kuralt heard
about what Cave was doing and taped one of her
seminars for his Sunday morning news show.
The show aired December 6.
"That particular seminar was put on by the
Mormon church and the cities of Morgan Hill and
Gilroy. It was really meant to familiarize people
with steps to take if an emergency should
happen. But it was done with an emphasis on
educating and not frightening ( people)," she
said
The seminars are designed to establish set
patterns of reaction techniques in those who
participate so that taking care of themselves in

overcomes age barrier

Survival expert, Mary Jane Cave

homeland to visit relatives in Baltimore and suddenly they are plunged
into a violent, alien world.
A city-hardened detective (Harrison Ford) takes mother and son in
hand. The case grows more complicated and deadly when the boy recognizes the killer: a Philadelphia cop.
Both the boy and Ford are marked
for execution, and they flee with the
mother to the family farm in the
Amish country.
In less sensitive hands "Witness"
could seem an exploitation of a people who have preserved their dignity
and individualism. But Weir and
screenwriters Earl W. Wallace and
William Kelley present the Amish
viewpoint with sympathy and understanding.
Freed from his "Star Wars" derring-do, Harrison Ford makes a plausible present-day detective, betray-

ing a tenderness he has rarely had a
chance to exhibit.
Newcomer Kelly McGillis is both
stern and sensuous, and ballet star
Alexander Gudunov makes an impressive dramatic debut as her
Amish suitor.
Some jarring notes mark an
otherwise satisfying film.
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What did change were the weapons and warfare techniques.
"Up until the last drill, I’d never
seen an M-16," said Myers, who used
an M -I rifle in his old infantry company. His new company is an infantry support group.
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"Physically, I’m in pretty good
shape for a guy 53," he said. "I can
run up the hills with the best of
them."
He kept in shape coaching and
playing in high school and city league
sports.
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’Witness’ proves a thriller at box office
By Bob Thomas
Associated Pre,.
Daily staff
"WITNESS," is the first hit of the
new year, a taut thriller that recalls
Alfred Hitchcock in his prime.
Peter Weir, the Australian who
directed "The Last Wave," "Gallipoli" and "The Year of Living Dangerously," makes his American
debut with total ease. Like Hitchcock, he seems to enjoy placing violent happenings in the unlikeliest of
places. He also relishes the "McGuffin," the Hitchcock term for the single item on which the entire suspense
hinges.
In the case of "Witness," it is a
young Amish boy (Lukas Haas) who
sees an undercover cop murdered in
a railroad station. The boy is en route
with his widowed mother (Kelly MeGill(s) from their Pennsylvania

Myers is beginning to get that
feeling again with the young
guardsmen, who have started calling
him "the old man."

DENAIR ( AP) Most of the National Guardsmen on weekend manuevers with William Myers are so
young that they could be his sons.
That’s because the Denair man
rejoined the National Guard at age 53
to earn a 20-year pension.
Myers entered the first time
after a recruiting session at the Stanislaus County Fairgrounds in 1949.
He was just out of high school.
He stayed in for 15 years but resigned because he wanted to spend
his summer vacations camping,
hunting and fishing with his sons.
"I really liked it when I was in
before," said Myers, a termite inspector with Clark Pest Control. "It
was sort of a club to me."

"It was after the floods in 1981, when a (riend
of mine lost some family members in a mud slide
that I began thinking of doing things Ito help
people prepare for disasters)," Cave said.
The seminar in Morgan Hill gathered
experts in health and safety to instruct the public
in topics such as: "Preventing Disease Spread"
"Protecting against Earthquake Damages" and
"The Special Needs of Children."
"There were so many groups like Search and
Rescue, the police, the fire department and so
many others who took part," Cave said.
Recently Cave traveled to Washington D.0
for an emrgency preparedeness conference put
on by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency. The conference’s purpose was to
"brainstorm" ideas for a national emergency
training plan.
"FEMA has the results ( of the conference)
and what they will do with them I don’t know.
But we can’t wait for anybody, we have got to be
able to help ourselves," she said
A major issue in emergency planning of
interest to Cave, has been the development of
homes close to trouble spots such as dams.
"City Council keeps approving things like
this and there is a lot of big money involved,"
Cave said.
"Senator Alfred Alquist ( D-California of the
eleventh district) has been doing a lot in the area
of getting legislation against this and some real
estate people have gotten angry, but there is so
much at stake here."
According to Cave, another seminar is
planned for the general public of San Jose March
30, as well as one for the disabled at SJSU at an
unconfirmed date.
"There is a real need for ( involvement in)
this," Cave said. "If! can do it anybody can "

an emergency becomes natural.
"There is a need for something like this
because although there is a plan for officials in
San Jose to follow, there is no plan for the rest of
us," Cave said.
"There are so many simple things to do, like
securing your water heater to prevent a
structure fire or storing water (for emergency
use). Anybody can do it," she said.
Involved in emergency training for 17 years,
Cave’s interest in emergency prepardness
piqued in 1970 when she was diagnosed as having
cancer and "sent home to die."
"At the time I was given six months to live
and I began reading a lot of material on
emergency preparedness. I began to prepare my
kids to be ready for an emergency and I think a
lot of people are benefitting now from what my
children went through," she said.
Eleven years after the diagnosis, Cave
began putting her knowledge on the subject to
use.
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Spartans compute to a 7th ranking
By Eric Stanton
Daily staff writer
After analyzing extensive computer printouts, and having watched
his team perform in four qualifying
rounds, Mark Gale, SJSU women’s
golf coach, managed to select the
five golfers that will tee-off at the Arizona Invitational Tournament in Tuscon today.

Swimming
The Spartans will match drives,
chips and putts against a field of 16
teams, including Stanford, UCLA,
USC, BYU, USIU, New Mexico, Arizona and Arizona State.
By pumping statistics on previous tournaments and the qualifying
scores for this tournament into his
computer. Gale has come up with the
team he feels has the potential for firing in the lowest scores at the threeday competition.
The SJSU traveling team consists of two seniors, Ann Walsh and
Liz Chiarelli and three freshmen,
Libby Wilson, Julie Rails and Dana
Lofland.
In five tournaments. Gale said he
has not had the same traveling team
twice. Lofland and Wilson are the
only two Spartans to have made each

trip. However. Walsh and Chiarelli
are the only two golfers who have
played the Arizona courses before.
Gale said the revolving teams are a
process of discovering who his five
top golfers are.
"I’m trying to find the best five
for the Nationals in May."
SJSU is officially ranked seventh

’The southern teams
will have the
advantage because
of the weather they
have to practice in.’
SJSU

Mark Gale,
women’s golf coach

in the nation, but Gale said his stiffest
competition in the tournament should
come from the schools from the drier
climates, such as Arizona and Arizona State.
"The southern teams will have
the advantage because of the
weather they have to practice in."
Gale said.
Gale insists that his team is not

playing as well as it has in the past.
He attributes the sub-par performance to the lack of practice time
due to the weather. He also said the
beginning of a new semester has been
a diversion that has made concentrating on golf difficult.
"That’s the thing about collegiate golf," he said, "you have to
worry about your classes as well."
According to Gale, sixth-ranked
Arizona Slate would have to be a
slight favorite over the Spartans because of their maturity. He said the
Sun Devil team consists of juniors
and seniors that are very seasoned.
Gale said that Randolph-North,
one of the two courses the tournament will be played on, will offer
some competition for the SJSU golfers. Three of the Spartans will be
playing for the first time on a course
that will be the sight for the Samaritan Turquoise Classic, an LPGA tourney that gets underway in late
March.
Gale said he is not worried that
his team is not performing at it’s potential level of play.
"We have the nationals made,"
he said, "now we’re just trying to im-

prove our scores."
The Spartans, who have taken
five second place finishes and one
third place in tournaments this year,
won the Arizona Invitational in 1982.
Gale, though, said the Spartans generally don’t score high at this tournament because of the weather. He
added this is usually the time of year

’We have the
Nationals made, now
we’re just trying to
improve our scores.’

Umpire disappears
in Lendl’s tennis match
DELRAY BEACH, Fla. (API
The umpire who left the chair during
Ivan Lendl’s opening-round match in
the 81.8 million Lipton International
Players Championships will not umpire again during the two-week tennis
tournament, an official said Wednesday.
Ken Farrar, chief of supervisors
for the Men’s International Professional Tennis Council, also said that
after investigating the unusual ending of Tuesday night’s match, "there
will be na disciplinary action taken
against the players."
He said Luigi Brambilla of Pomezia, Italy, will work as a linesper-

Mark Gale,
SJSU women’s golf coach

Fireside Realty

when SJSU golf scores are down.
But, according to Gale, the 1985
SJSU women’s golf team thus far
been the best in eight years, and he is
sure they will fare well today.
"We’re looking for our first win.
but with the way we’re playing right
now, I’ll be satisfied with being in the
top three."

$1,000

Cash Scholarships
To Apply:
Send a letter outlining
your educational background,
current major and plans for
your professional future.

Pac-10 stiffed
WALNUT CREEK. Calif. (AP)
The Pacific -I0 Conference wasn’t
paid $500,000 of its $3 million deal
with TCS-Metrosports Inc. for televised football games this season and
may not get another $1 million owed
by the company for basketball coverage, a league official said Friday.
Tom Hansen, the Pac-10’s executive director, said officials of the
sports broadcasting company are
"going to be in touch with us in two
weeks and we’ll have a better idea
about whether we’re going to get
paid."
Officials of TCS-Metrosports,
based in New Kingston, Pa., were not
available for comment.
The company, which has a contract with the Pac-I0 to broadcast 33
games for $1 million, lost a basketball contract with the Big-I0 Conference this week.
TCS-Metrosports has been suffering ever since the Supreme Court
ruling last summer against the National Collegiate Athletic Association
shook up the market for college
sports broadcasts, Hansen said.
"Unfortunately, the college football market just fell through the floor
because of the Supreme Court decision," he said. "Advertising revenues dropped and they began experiencing difficulties paying rights fees.
"They were hoping the basketball season would allow them to catch

up with football, but it hasn’t worked
out that way yet,"
Hansen said the Pac-10 "had a
shortfall in football of $500,000" after
receiving letters of credit of $2.5 mu I
lion from a $3 million contract with
the company.
"Other conferences had at least
as much trouble, if not more, with
other television syndicators," hi.
said. "It’s a really broad-based problem, an almost universal situation
Everybody got burned."
lithe Pac-10 doesn’t get paid, or
if it is offered less than its contract
calls for, they would consider suing
TCS-Metrosports, Hansen said.
"But if everyone does that at the
same time, it’s going to be mess," hi.
said.
The Pac-I0 stood firmly in support of the NCAA in the lawsuit
against the organization by several
schools challenging its control of college sports television broadcasts.
Despite the losses, the Pac-to
"actually will make fairly close
what we made before," Hansen said,
because of contracts with CBS-TV
and NBC-TV.
The Pac-10 and Big-10 split a $9.7
million football contract with CBS
last season and have another 2-year
deal with the network for $18.5 million. CBS and NBC also are paying
the Pac-10 $1 million each for basketball coverage.

MAKE YOUR CHOICE
BE THE RIGHT CHOICE.

SJSU wins
LAS CRUCES, N.M. API Center Reggie Owens scored 18 points
and forward Stony Evans added 16
points Thursday night to lead San
Jose State to a 69-59 Pacific Coast
Athletic Association basketball victory over New Mexico State.
The Spartans boosted their record this season to 10-10 overall and 56 in the PCAA. New Mexico State
slumped to 6-14 overall and 3-8 in the
league.
The Aggies, paced by center
Andre Patterson’s 12 points, led for
most of the first half and held a 27-22
lead at the intermission.
But San Jose State, which shot 75
percent from the field during the second half, outscored New Mexico State
13-2 to take a 50-40 lead with 7:27 remaining in the game on a slam dunk
by guard Ward Farris, who finished
with 13 points.
The Aggies could get no closer
than three points after that.
Patterson led the Aggies with 20
points, while guard Gilbert Wilburn
added 18 points for the losers.
The Spartans hit 54 percent from
the field, while the Aggies made 42
percent of their field goal attempts.
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PREPARE FOR:

son instead of an umpire for the rest
of the tournament.
When Lendl finally completed his
victory over Larry Stefanki, there
was no umpire in the chair and the
score was being called by the public
address announcer from the press
box.
"Brambilla is a good official. He
works all over the world. Every official must make snap judgments and
he had a bad day. He lost control and
told the supervisor that he thought he
should be replaced," Farrar said.
Asked if he had ever seen a chair
umpire walk out in the middle of a
tennis match, Farrar said : "Never."
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Islanders want aid, not nukes

a

KOROR, Palau ( AP) The nuclear age is due to
make a port call at this peaceful Pacific outpost an unwanted visitor, but one that Palau’s friendly islanders
seem unable to turn away.
For six years, the people of the U.S.-administered
Palau Islands have lived with a dilemma:
They want continued American economic support,
but would rather not pay the stipulated price
allowing
U.S. nuclear warships into their tiny homeland.
Five times they have voted this ambiguous way, and
an impatient United States is insisting they make up their
minds.
American military officials, already worried by New
Zealand and Australian opposition to some U.S. military
operations in the region, say they must draw a line here in
the remote Western Pacific, where the United States controls Palau and other Micronesian island groups under a
38-year-old U.N. trusteeship.
"If Palau succeeded with a nuclear ban, it would open
up all kinds of possible challenges," said a Pentagon offi- dal in Washington, speaking on condition he not be identified.
"Watch then what would happen in Japan, and elsewhere. Suppose the governor of California decided he
didn’t want nukes’?"
The thought may not be far-fetched. Hawaii’s island
of Maui last April tried unsuccessfully to ban U.S. nuclear
warships from its waters.
Maui, Palau and other islands are part of a growing
movement to make the Pacific Ocean nuclear-free.
New Zealand and Vanuatu, the former New Hebrides,
have prohibited visits by nuclear-armed or -powered
warships. Australia refuses to cooperate in U.S. testing of
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the MX missile. And the 14-nation South Pacific Forum is
discussing a "nuclear-free zone" treaty.
Military strategists also find it attractive. In World
War II, it was a key U.S. stepping-stone in driving Japan
from the Philippines, 350 miles west of here. Today it is
regarded as a possible fallback base if the United States
loses its military foothold in the politically troubled Philippines.
Most of the 15,000 Palauans copper -skinned Micronesians, quiet but quick to smile
live in Koror, a
ramshackle town of moldering colonial buildings, rusting
quonset huts and roadsides bright with white frangipani
and red hibiscus.
Their baseball caps and country-and-western radio
underline the Palauans’ American connection. But the
best proof lies in the economy almost totally dependent
on employment by a government financed by $17 million a
year in grants from Washington.
For years Palauans and other Micronesians sought
self-rule for their islands, and in 1982 Palauan negotiators
cut a deal with Washington:
Palau was to receive semi-independence with continued financial support $1 billion over 50 years, by Washington’s estimate. In exchange, the Pentagon would get a
50-year option to use Palau’s airfields, harbor and lands,
and to send U.S. nuclear warships into its waters.
But this "Compact of Free Association" faced a
major obstacle. Three years earlier Palauans had overwhelmingly approved a constitution banning nuclear
material and weapons, unless 75 percent of the voters
waived the ban in a referendum. The United States objected, but Palauan voters turned around and endorsed
the anti-nuclear constitution twice more.
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Spartaguide
To include your information in Sparta
guide, visit the Daily office in Room
208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.

The University Chorus is seeking
singers in all voice parts for one unit
of credit. For more information, see
Tikey Zes in the Music Building
Room 104, from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. Monday, Wednesday or Friday.

son at noon today and at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
Call Ted at 247-8963 for information.

tails, call Peggy Grodhaus at 2772858.

Pi Sigma Alpha, a political science club will hold a membership
meeting at 12:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call Paul
Torres at 262-7754 for details.

The SJSU Archery Club will have
shooting days from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday every week
at the Archery Field (Eighth and San
Carlos streets). Call Natalie at 2957619 for information.

Student Affirmative Action is
holding a Faculty/Student Mentor
Seminar from noon to 1 p.m. Wednesday in the S.U. Umunhum Room.
Marjorie Craig from Counseling
Services will speak on "Academic
Excellence." It is open to all students. Contact Carolina Flores at 2773664 for further information.

The Community Committee for
International Students provides conversational English tutoring from 1
to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday in
the Administration Building, Room
222. For details, call Muriel at 2794575.

The Santa Clara Valley TM Centel.’ will have a free introductory les-

Campus

The Society of Automotive Engineers will have a parent chapter
meeting with guest speaker Nick Vojvodich of NASA at 7 p.m. tomorrow
at the Aeronautics Department on
Coleman Avenue. Call Wyland Wong
at 281-7744 or Mitzi Wagner at 9464720 for information.

Campus Ministry will hold a
"Drama of Joseph" bible study from
noon to 1 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. Call Natalie Shiras
at 298-0204 for details.

Associated Students Leisure
Services provides a "Stop Smoking"
class at 5:15 p.m. tomorrow in the
’S.U. Almaden Room. For more de-

The SJSU Concert Choir will present a free Valentine’s concert at 11
a.m, tomorrow in the Upper Pad of
the Student Union.

Eight graduate student assistants of the Music Department were
told on Jan. 17 that their salaries
would be cut in half, to $263 a month.

Campus Crusade for Christ is
having a "Tuesday Night Live"
meeting from 7:1510 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Council Chambers.
Call Dan Katchos at 297-0785 for information.

were not deposited with the Associated Students Business Office. Cash
and tickets must now be handled at
the door by a ticket handler.

The news came after the Music Department budget assured them cuts
would not affect them. "I understand
their situation. They’re suffering,"
said Arlene Okerlund, dean of the
school of Humanities and the Arts,
"but grad assistants do not teach
classes, therefore, they bring in no
enrollment."
"If I don’t teach, what do they
pay me for?" said Scott Hartman,
one of the graduate student assistants.

Because many SJSU students attend
classes twice or three times a week, the
Spartan Daily is including news items
from the previous paper to help keep everyone informed on campus everyday.

Some instructors who teach winter and summer courses are having
to wait for their paychecks. The
delay is caused by the processing of
paperwork needed to order the
checks. The waiting instructors are
those who teach courses which did
not have full enrollment, said Ralph
Bohn, dean of Continuing Education,
the school that handles the processing. These instructors are paid
according to the number of students
in the class as compared to those instructors which are paid at a set rate
for full classes.

The Christian Science Organization will meet at 12:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Montalvo Room.
Call Margaret at 244-5995 for information.
The Asian-American Christian
Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. today
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
more details, call Jim at 292-6314.

The SJSU Archery Club will hold
a general meeting at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
New members welcome. Call Natalie
at 295-7619 for more details.

Yesterdaily

Moses Muhummad cancelled his
1 p.m. speech Thursday in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Muhummad was
scheduled to speak on the advancement of blacks in society as part of
African Awareness Month. An unidentified source said that Muhummad did not come to SJSU because
the Spartan Daily made an issue out
of Muhummad’s association with
Black Muslim leaders Louis Farrakhan and Elijah Muhummad.

Because of Student Union policy
violations by Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity, student groups will now have
tighter cash and ticket controls when
they use the S.U. The SUBOD House
Committee made the policy recommendation because Kappa Alpha Psi
broke three S.U. policies at its Dec. 8
dance in the S.U. Ballroom; people
under the age of 18 were admitted to
the dance, ticket prices went up or
down depending on who knew a
friend at the door and dance proceeds

Sports

SJSU shot putter Jim Doehring
was named outstanding male athlete
at the Skydome Invitational Track
and Field Meet, Feb. 2, in Flagstaff,
Ariz. His heave of 65 feet, 4 inches set
a meet and stadium record, and qualified him for the Mar. 8-9 NCAA indoor championships
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$685 Will consoder pay
Wick
merits 293 1561

FOR SALE
BLACK & WHITE 13 ’ IV 2 yrs old
wro cond WIN take hest offer
Call -Ione after Rpm at 735 8044
JAPANESE ENGINES & pennies Used
’new/perVno core charge)werr II
Student discount
delivery
Spartan Distributor.. 365 7007

tee

HELP WANTED
HIRING

onisti

major

dnac

Clara Valley louned long & short
term assgnonts avail Anowsrof I

tory

newsletter
119161
4444 NI So San Jose

944

$14 139.0001

electronoc

Temp

BARTENDER

PART TIME woll train
Apply at Benthenta. of Tokyo Val,

Ico Fashion Pk Call 253 1221

Svcs

horns

100 N

in

Santa

Winchester

Blvd Suite 230 S J 244 8500
FOE M,F,H
ONCE IN A LIFETIME a company lake

CANVASSERS NEEDED) We’re looking
for noniron,* people to canoes

this comes @long P sepia by the
thousands ere getting on board A
mg Iwo jobs made 157.575 in 3
months A truck driver from Texas

full training

above average corn
mrosions Minimum $50 per trans

os

action

you are concerned about your
health. care about others and need

no

No evening. or weekends

competroon

end

unlimited

leads If interested call
246 9023

Phil Cl

COCKTAIL WAITRESS PART TIME. No
esp nen Apply at Benihene’s Val
Icy Fashion Park Cell 253 1221
COOK, EULIPIA RESTAURANT
broiler cook

Wrong

Good student job

Inquire at 374 5

1st St. S J

or

call 280 6181
CREATIVE

KNOWLEDGEABLE TEA
CHERS wanted to tam& to grow
ong pre school company Opportu
nitres for advancement comp..
salary & benefits FuN pan & sub
Witut posotions available Must
enjoy children & have ECE units
Call 246 2141 Santa Clara or
265 7890 Son Jose
HIRING,

$16

Carrobeen
$30000"
Cell for guide

&rectory

CRUISESHIPS
World

newsletter

Hewett

119161 944 4444 s

CSU Seri Jose
EARN $150 1500 per month on spare
time French perfume products
Greet savongs High quality de
mend by /11011/14101/11141 Call Chuck
EASY JOB AS Telephoneirecep Loght
typing Fle hrs 15 hr to wart
Mobile Home Realty 737 13686
Ask for Joan O’Brien or Sar

Be

rens
Artist
thrill shop
CLERK
w Uttering ability to do signs A
decorating outside of store 293

FLOOR

1581
GOV ’t JOBS $ 16.000 ,150.000/yr
Cell
All occupation.
possible
805 687 6000 Set R 9929 for
onto
GUY’. & GALS 117 PI PT fun job
eves Enjoy pizza parties con
cans sports event. Supervisor
pus offered Call Mike et 978
2554
HEARST CABLE TV free 4 openings on
the direct sal. died If YOU 414
lookIng10/ 441.1.8b111 and yen/
profitable full lime employment
don t pass Moo oppomoruty Every
potential sale &
household r.
company
Ewellent
col/unman
benefits Cell Ed Keating at 727
8829 Hearst Cable
MC DONALD to NOW HIRING, Premrum
pay hours flesible around school
10 35/hr,
schedule 2 5 days
per week interviews Monday Frr,
day

3 Oprn

Contact

Kathy

or

David at 356 3095. 15475 Loll
Gala. Blvd
Ute housekpg..
SJSU prof needs help with B Yr
old boy T,Th efts Flexible hours

MOTHER’

HELPER!

and wcellent pey CO 277 2893
or 258 8876 Car preferred
NEED EXTRA CASH? Earn good moneY
& gain velueble isep working with

making

month

over

$30.000

per

All oncomes verifiable

If

work et durmg semester. ft dunng
Professional
summer No p nec
dress req’d Math & rirodong plus
Cell 275 9885 1 lern to 3pon
Mon Fri only
Milpitas Perk &
Leisure Svcs
942 2470 Teen
Pop Leaders 6 10prn Sport 04
Social Activity
rector $5.6 ho
Food Seller.
Director. $6,$7 hr
$5/11r

31. 95w Student Union
I’m the one with the whine
card graduating this SOT
reply OS 292,
Don’t be shy
on Jen

7854
BEEN LOOKING FOR a date in safe
way?? Dews more 0001101 in a
relationship? Want to know where
your man is at noght Esplore new

STUDENT MANAGER, Rental Center
on campus r. accepting apploca
loons for shop menet/err Knowl
of

edge

skiing

Cross Country)
maintenance of

(Downhill

Personalized introduction
CHOICES
ta
mernbershop
Free
service
women Half Proc. to men when
You mention this ad 408 971
EMPLOYED WHITE MALE. 27 would
like to meet female between 23
33 for caring relationship Prefer
non drinker smoker ok I like mos)
les walk. & outdoors & quiet con
PC
1140 Pedro. 1
o....,
O’SHEA. Super Bowl Friends
Mary Agnes you wero right Let’s
be friend.’ Call Bain Bayardo at
14151 386 5450 after 9 pm

ROCK :TOP

40

dancer

and
plus

STUDY WHILE YOU work Small office
needs someone to answer phone
Pr 148 dielyi whole owner away
Word process *batty helpful Nice
Call 293 1561

SUMMER JOBS, National Park Co s
21 perks 5.000 opening. Corn
plate informwon send 6510 Paok
2nd

Mtn Co
Kal,spall
WN

Miwion

Ave

ad)

See

erection*, offering noose:rue the
raps.. body work Specializing on
acupressure & Easton techniques

293

Gift certificates also weiroble
appt only Cell Janice 14081 267

better

Paul

2993

sages & boutonnieres located at
the Student Union open 11 30
am 6 00 pm every school day

6753 (Santa Cruz

ff14/1lES day troth rose
Please order corsages 1$6 50
& opt & bouts 1131 ahead Wed
dings too, Juke 984 8260

on the goodness
A M Celli

CALL ASTRID WORD Processing for
student papers
thesis
mating
losts resumes Milpitas area Rae

FRESH FLOWERS ON CAMPUS, Boo
wets rows pledge dance cot

functions. fraterndies & sororities.
baurnittwh’s $300/3 hr. Call
279)3137 1Sac Jowl or 426

sonable wcurate 262 2201
CALL LINDA for professional teeing
word
processing
$1 50,page
Idouble spaced pica typal Free

Brighten

of

hurriwity

SIIII:11111 female
WOULD LIKE TO find
to shore tome with a handicapped
very much I
music
mon I enjoy
will be interested in forming a very

$2

TYPING

Tarebran

Accountability
AAA
Accuracy
Achievement in typing that s tops

all
AUTO INSURANCE LAWS IglOI
drivers carry liodukty ms Failure to

entered Thanks

cy/Mork Chapman, 249 1301

23
1985
Wrkshp. Sat . Feb
10am 5prn EastsIde Educe Inst
Marjorie Craig.
Conducted by
counselor Pre mg required Call
14081 947 6212 for further info
Fee $3600
FACULTY STAFF & STUDENTS RelSa
and revitalize, Certified massage

EDITING/WORD PROCESSING Ass.
len. wont grammar punct sen
tenc truct on request Special..
in term papers research projects.
and resumes

Trust Tony 926 2087 $1 50 par
page
double spaced
Available
mew days a wwk All work goer

CONTROL ANXIETY, improve test oak
Mg skills earn better erodes At
Test Anxiety Mrigmt
lend

aroused quick return on all papers
Phone 264 4504

r aaaaa Rd 259 2848 we wets
wail Cosmetics supplies

ACRYLIC NAILS. Full set $2500 lolls
$1500 CW14081269 5617

suspended
do so could result in
license Call now for rate. We can
insure anyone Monson Ins Agen

disk storage Cassette transcrop
tern
available
Near
Almaden
Eepwy & Branham Lane Guar

NASON HAIR & SKIN care salon for all
the beautiful people of color Re
lee.,, curly perms press & cuds
nails Men & women 1739 Bar

close relationship Call 298 230B

SERVICES

transcription services 10 yrs asp
with SJSU students & faculty 10
min
from campus Hrly aaaaa
10% discount with adii Cell Jane
.1 251 5942

onclude

grommet

editing

SPA

formats.

Campbell) Eng

maior

15 yrs esp Willow Glen
Cell Marcie 9 am 8 pm (No
later pleasel 286 9448
ere.

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES,,
located across horn SJSU for your
convemence, We spectator* in re
sumes. term papers mailing labels
& repetitive letters, Cog user 292

ABILITIES TO MATCH all your need.,
Fest accurate word processong
T urobian formal ewer, $1 513/ds
page

lApprvd

8461 for an won We have very
low tat cc & good SOIVIC11

.pelling

punctuation essowance

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Professional
typing and business service. al
very reasonable aaaaa Call 140131

Pick up end delivery available Ma
clntosh
le in brush/edit
/pool what you slam Also graph
to. and copying The best job to
the best rate Don’, waste your
time! Cell me first The L, ’l Office

Prompt
accurate
IBM (lac Inc 15

dependable
$1 75 double

specs per page including editing
Reports

thesis papers resumes
Soratoge area Call Joan at 741
58E10 Giroranteed work
THE PERFECT PAGE typmg & editing
professional

guaronteed

Theses
proposals
reports
scripts manuals manuscripts for
publication
Competotive
aaaaa
Ask
Wout
Student
Discount
CHRYST AL
8PM

923 8461

251 8813 Abrany Plus Work Pro
cowing North San Jose area

Willow Glen area Call Ilse at 267
5247
WORD PROCESSING Dissertation &
thesis specrolist Nothing less than
10 pages accepted Also do mail
ing Inns labels envelopes & rope
mew letters Fifteen years expert
once Joys at 264 1029
WORD PROCESSING, I will type term
papers

thews resumes rotailong
labels Spelkng corrected Willow
Glen area Coll Beth et 292 8807
alter Sern

259 9368
VALL CO
MARCIE .1
word processing typing Prompt

ADVERTISE

neat accurate All formate includ
tog APA Work guaranteed s Or)
wee (double spaced pica typel
Call 720 8635

Helper (4081298 5703
ements

for your perfect paper
Specialize in turabian APA MLA all
thesis material IBM selector II

THE

BEST

PROFESSIONAL

277-3171

Typist,’

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)
1111111111L1_1111111111111_11111

Ad Rates
Minimum three Ines on one day
Two
One
Days
Day
3 10 $ 3 80
3 Lines
4 Lines 43.80 $4 50
5 Lines $4 50 $5 20
6 Lines $5 20 95 90
Each Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$ 4 15
$4 85
$5 55
$6 25
70

Four
Day
14 36
$5 06
$5 76
$6 46

Five
Days
$4 50
$5 20
$5 90
$6 60

Each
Extra
Day
BO
95
$1 10
41 25

1_111111111111111111J__l_j_LIIIIIII
1111111111111111111111)11111111
1_11111111111111111111111111111
Print Name

651
Mt

WANTED, SPERM DONORS All races
Medical
011vo. Women
Los

Semester Rates (Al Issues)
5 9

1,11, $40

00

1r PIUS

Clinic 358 0431

14 LIIIPS
10
LirleS $ 70 00

$’/,

III

Phone 277,3175

WORK IN ALASKA this summer & awn
good 11 Free info Send SASE
Alaskan Opportunotle. P0 BOX

Address

Phone

City R St35,

Zip

Lines

F,,r

Ft51,,t51, S

Days

3488 Eugene Ore 97403

HOUSING
DELUXE CONDO Need 1 student to
share new 3 Won 2 112 be
condo Must be rid . $250/m0
Info
2/10
Avail
$350 dep
14151

FURNISHED ROOM FOR rent Nice
home kitch prho .$300/mo Cell
Bobble or John at 979 7442
ROOM FOR RENT! Mae bldg end off

C.ids a Clanirastisek
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Lost & Found

Stereo

Typing

SEND CHECK. MONEY OROER

Classrled Desk Lowed exude 0BH2011

OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San

Jose

State University

San Jose. California 95192

D00,111110

to

WORD PROCESSING, Student papers
bosons,se letters
moron, public

Print Your Ad Here

59901

(4151 3390255 or Meg
654 7445

RAM

TYPING TERM PAPERS resumes es
say. etc Reasonable rates Stu
dent decounts Call ate, 3 pm

SUNNYVALE

ABILITY & ACCURACY are the key el

copy

Prompt
dependable turnaround
All academic & business formats

and

selection
equipment

Earth Toys or Student Programs
and Service Office Deadline for
applying is February 15

Report.

351

1W,111

partner

black
TO THE PERSON who turned
*Met on Jan 31 to the S U Into
Gnu . BIG THANKS,. You have for
ther strengthened my confidence

San Jose 95125
PAT

get

IF1
not a

THE SUBSTITUTES BAND 14 pcs
60’s. wrong surf rhythm & blues
pop Ploy for weddings parties

7408

leadership and orgenirational
ere highly desirable $4 35 $5 25
Per hour 15 20 hours per week
based on school schedule Apply

atmsphr

Box
Ca

Jackson
Quentin

San

923779
94974

START

hours each week We give refer
enc. Call i 800 243 6879

S

to

IS

but do enjoy it &

1561

line

robe Paul at 293 1581
Earn
YOUR CAREER now
money and work on Fortune 500
Convents* marketong programs
(flesoblel
on
campus Pen time

want

PERSONALS
ARE U A LIBERAL ARTS major of Let
no descent wall shiny smile &
aspiring to be teacher" We met

Wrote

serious

Am not a pro

3996 FREE wry..

vistes)

for

Chrowens oh Rhos

STUDENTS. STAFF. FACULTY Need
Owe? Haw space SJSU OH
Campus Housing Program 277-

Need energetic ambitious

SEAMSTRESS 5/0f DESIGNER Shorts
and pant. Need en antore wired

looking

days & 270 2577 eves

RECREATION JOBS

persons for positions

Call Brian at 730

1865,11110pm

cell
to earn super high income
for interview at 275 9290 be
tween noon and 2 pm FT end PT
PART TIME JOBS. ALCAS Corp Na
trowel fern has openings Flea hrs

parking

St/041

1260/m0
WANTED.
ROOMMATE
1,3 trul new 4 bdrm house Nice
area Si near SJSU Call 773 5532

struggling teacher from Ca work

local bust
to introduce e
new advertising program being of
trued by our company We oRer

291 7822 Idey$1

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christoan Con
Sunday luthern 10 45em
ter

AIRLINES

Stewar
Worldwide, Cell for guide

Two days prior to publication

Ciiiisecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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CSU seeks funds control
continued from page i
The initiative states "payments
shall also be made directly to the
Board of Trustees of California State
Universities and Colleges . . . " It
also states that the funds sent to the
trustees "shall not be used to substitute funds but rather supplement the
total amount of money allocated for
public education in California."
"If the trustees are not satisfied
with the outcome of the hearings,

then they may seek separate legislation that would give the trustees
control of the funds," Poltkin said.
"If we get what we want, we will not
seek this separate legislation. We will
hope we won’t have to fight over the
same issue next year."
Last month the trustees directed
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds to formulate a bill that would establish a
technical receptacle for the deposit of

the lottery funds. Poltkin said his ol
fire has finished drafting such a bill
and currently are negotiating with a
lawmaker to introduce it.
Because no one disputes the need
for a technical receptacle, Poltkin
said he expects the bill will become
law.
"The controversy is about who
has control over how the funds are
used," he said.

High schoolers offered credit
By Beth Johnson
Daily staff writer
Twenty Bay Area high school students and one high school teacher
will have the opportunity to earn
credit in college level analytical
chemistry through a program sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy.
Ruth Yaffe, SJSU prof. of Chemistry and coordinator of the Nuclear
Science Facility on campus, organized the program that will run for
six weeks during summer session.
Yaffe said she was approached by the
Associated Western Universities, a
consortium of 35 universities.
DOE regularly gives funding to
university special interest programs,
she said, but this is the first time that
they have donated money for high
school students.
"The hope is that not only will the
program be renewed here, but many
other colleges and universities will
want to encourage similar programs
for high school students in areas such
as biology and geology." Yaffe said.
John Neptune, chairman of the
SJSU Chemistry Department, will be
the program’s instructor. Yaffe said
she selected Neptune.

"He ( Neptune) has a wonderful
presentation as well as a sturdy background in college level analytical
chemistry," she said.
Neptune will be an excellent role
model for the high school teacher as
well, Yaffe said.
A $3,000 stipend will be presented
to the selected high school instructor.
An ACS mailing list has been used to
locate more than 100 high school
chemistry teachers in the area, she
said.
The idea behind the program is to
help high school teachers strengthen
their chemistry background while
earning money during the summer,
she said.
The local chapter of the American Chemical Society has been selected by AWU to conduct a two-hour
written examination that will be used
to select the students, Neptune said.
The test will be conducted May 24 at
an undetermined location.
"The students who participate
will already be interested in chemistry," he said. "I just want to keep
them interested."
The DOE will provide approximately $1300 per student enrolled in
the program Yaffe said. The grants

cover the cost of tuition, books, and
other instructional materials.
SJSU Chemistry prof. Alan Ling,
who is past chairman of the local ACS
chapter, said ACS is eager to be involved with the project.
Ling said the goal of the project
is to encourage students who have
some basic interest in chemistry get
a early start in college-level chemistry.
Students participating in the program will earn four units of college
credit, Yaffe said. AWU has already
been approached by universities in
Oklahoma, Colorado, Arizona and
Idaho which want to establish similar
programs at schools in their states,
she said.
"Of all the colleges in the nation,
San Jose State was selected because
of its quality of education in all areas,
not just chemistry," Yaffe said.

She said the program’s growth
was the reason it was computerized
Under the old system the registration
and scheduling were done by hand.
"Any time you have a manual
system it can grow to a point where
you just can’t handle it," Wilkes said
She said she is expecting about 4011
employers to attend this semester’s
events. The program will last from
Feb. 19 to May 17.
Gerald Brody, director of Career
Planning and Placement, said there

PREPARE FOR:

could be 2,000 students taking part in
the program this year.
He said the next series of interviews will begin Feb. 19. There are
still spaces available and students
can register at the Career Planning
and Placement center in Building Q.
Brody said that students must be
graduating in June or August or have
graduated last December to be eligible for the program.
Lists of employers will be available at the Career Planning and
Placement center.

zap
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Mon., Feb. 11th 12:00 noon
Tues., Feb. 12th 8:00 pm
Costanoan Room, Student Union
Want to improve academic and
athletic performance?
Want to be more energetic, creative
and successful in life?
Come to a free introductory lecture
on Transcendental Meditation

Pear
SiSU
at
4th Street E.
Son Salvador

For more information call 247-8963
A Scientifically Validated Program

Zip In

Lip out
at Lop.
Black History Month

The Caribbean All-Stars
will perform
Mon., Feb. 11th from 11:30-2:00 pm
in The Student Union Ballroom at
San Jose State University

GET INVOLVED!
Alpha Phi Omega
national coed service fraternity, gives you
the opportunity to meet new people, serve
your school and community, and offers
every willing person a chance to lead.

Information Meeting:
Wednesday, February 6th and 13th
7:00 pm in the Guadalupe Room
(2nd floor, Student Union)

ADMISSION FREE
Traditional African Music
and Reggae Singing
Special Guest Appearance
for more information call
4118226-0801

For more information call 280-0475/Nancy

IA)
Aro
oxo, r
a If_

40. 74,-Tv

Get a lump on Valentine’s
Day. Send the ETD’
Flower Basket- Bouquet
a few days early. Beautiful
flowers in a ceramic
basket accented
with pink hearts. Call
your FTD Florist
today. Because this
is one basket you

don’t want to miss.

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
.1

Call Days Eves& Weekends

Permagtewl Lemon ,n Owe T., 15114.
Gt.
.615.511.5 Moat O. won
OUTSIDE V STATE CALL TOLL ERIE 1100423-17/12
New York State Startles 11 Kaplan Educational Center UT
125

Transcendental
Meditation
Program

This Wednesday evening
you could watch TV,
take a nap,
stare at a wall or . . .

How to score
a lot of points with
a single basket.

1

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Avenue 94301

basement.
Ten SJSU buildings have been
designated as fallout shelters
Seventh Street Garage, Sweeney Hall,
Science Building, Duncan Hall, Art
Building,
Engineering
Building,
Wahlquist Library, MacQuarrie Hall,
Health Building and Joe West Hall.

funded by Assoiciated Students

MCAT
t Es, PFIEFwnoN SPECIALISTS Wit

continued from page
"The supplies are not ours to
"The university could use the touch," he said.
space," he said. "Space on this camRemoval of the supplies would be
pus is at a premium.
time consuming and probably costly,
"Something needs to be done Montgomery
said, because the supabout these supplies. Right now, all plies would
have to be hand-carried
we have is a big mess. It’s a sad out of the
building’s basement. Only
waste of space."There’s nothing
one passenger elevator goes to the
that I could do to stop the university
from disposing all of these supplies
except (to) scream and yell," Black
said.
Montgomery said the university
is not planning to spend the money to
have the supplies removed.

Presents

Computers may improve
job placement program
By Sam Gibino
Daily staff writer
The On-Campus Interview Program. which allows students to talk
to prospective employers on campus,
has been computerized this semester.
Margaret Wilkes, coordinator of
the program, said she is very excited
about the prospects for this semester.
"Computerized registration is going
to make life easier for students,"
Wilkes said.
"I think anything we can do that
makes it easier for the students to
participate is worth its weight in
gold," she said.

Money not available to replace
aged fallout shelter supplies

Valentine’s Week is February 8-14.
B4-’Mnbe,,’’.11:14’,13tharNr

TAsh. " ’71=:::
eel their own 151,055 Sew. charges and detivenl they
be ackktional
begtsteted itademark ol Flonste Transwond Deliver/ Association

HUGHES
THE JOURNEY HAS BEGUN

An impressive technological journey began over
three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company
Today, with more than 90 diverse technologies
ranging from sub-micron electronics to large scale
systems. you’ll find Hughes people forging new
discoveries, new futures.
Become part of the Hughes tradition of
technological firsts. Our more than 92 different
technologies involve expertise in
Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing
or Industrial Engineering, Computer
Science, Physics. Electronics Technology.
Requirements may vary Check with your
placement office about Hughes company -wide
opportunities at any one of 12 Southern California
locations and Tucson Arizona

PUSHBUTTON
BANKING"
GOES TO
COLLEGE

Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations,
Dept NC, Bldg C2/8178, P0 Box 1042, El
Segundo, CA 90245 Equal Opportunity
Employer Proof of U S Citizenship Required

BANK RIGHT ON CAMPUS.
Now you can handle your routine banking right on campus.
With the VERSATELLERfi
automated teller machines from
Bank of America.
BANKING COULDN’T BE
EASIER.
Bank without going to the
bank. Get cash. Make a Bank
of America loan or credit card
payment. Transfer funds from
checking to Regular Savings.
And more. It’s easy with
our VERSATELLER automated
tellers.

For your convenience, the
VERSATELLER machines are
open from 6 a.m. to midnight,
7 days a week.’
BANK
WITH CONVENIENCE.
These machines are part of
our network of over 1,000
VERSATELLER machines
throughout California.
And now you can use your
VERSATELfi card at over 3,200
PLUS SYSTEM’
network
BANK
locations
ON THE
nationwide.
LEADER

Hughes representatives will be on campus

February 25
(See your placement office for an appointment

You’ll find our VERSATELLER automated teller machine
conveniently located opposite the Student Union Building.

HUGHES

ON CAMPUS

ERBank of America
PLUS SYSTEM. ie a trademark of Plus System, Inc.
RANK OF AMERICA VIM/A MEMBER EITIC
"Access may be limited by a location’s business hours Specially identified VERSATELLER ATMs do not accept deposits or payments.

P

